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Harvard College rescinded admissions offers to at least ten prospective members of the Class of

2021 after the students traded sexually explicit memes and messages that sometimes targeted

minority groups in a private Facebook group chat.

A handful of admitted students formed the messaging group—titled, at one point, “Harvard

memes for horny bourgeois teens”—on Facebook in late December, according to two incoming

freshmen.

In the group, students sent each other memes and other images mocking sexual assault, the

Holocaust, and the deaths of children, according to screenshots of the chat obtained by The

Crimson. Some of the messages joked that abusing children was sexually arousing, while others

had punchlines directed at specific ethnic or racial groups. One called the hypothetical hanging

of a Mexican child “piñata time.”

After discovering the existence and contents of the chat, Harvard administrators revoked

admissions offers to at least ten participants in mid-April, according to several members of the

group. University officials have previously said that Harvard’s decision to rescind a student’s

offer is final.

College spokesperson Rachael Dane wrote in an emailed statement Saturday that “we do not

comment publicly on the admissions status of individual applicants.”
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The chat grew out of a roughly 100-member messaging group that members of the Class of 2021

set up in early December to share memes about popular culture. Admitted students found and

contacted each other using the official Harvard College Class of 2021 Facebook group.

“A lot of students were excited about forming group chats with people who shared similar

interests,” Jessica Zhang ’21, an incoming freshman who joined both chats, wrote in an email.

“Someone posted about starting a chat for people who liked memes.”

Messages shared in the original group were mostly “lighthearted,” wrote Zhang, who said she

did not post in the splitoff meme group and that her admission offer was not rescinded. But

some members soon suggested forming “a more R-rated” meme chat, according to Cassandra
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Luca ’21, who joined the first meme group but not the second, and who also said her offer was

not revoked.

Luca said the founders of the “dark” group chat demanded that students post provocative

memes in the larger messaging group before allowing them to join the splinter group.

“They were like, ‘Oh, you have to send a meme to the original group to prove that you could get

into the new one,’” Luca said. “This was a just-because-we-got-into-Harvard-doesn’t-mean-we-

can’t-have-fun kind of thing.”

Employees in the Admissions Office emailed students who posted offensive memes in mid-April

asking them to disclose every picture they sent over the group, according to one member of the

chat whose admission offer was revoked. The student spoke only on the condition of anonymity

because they did not want to be publicly identified with the messages.

“The Admissions Committee was disappointed to learn that several students in a private group

chat for the Class of 2021 were sending messages that contained offensive messages and

graphics,” reads a copy of the Admissions Office’s email obtained by The Crimson. “As we

understand you were among the members contributing such material to this chat, we are asking

that you submit a statement by tomorrow at noon to explain your contributions and actions for

discussion with the Admissions Committee.”

“It is unfortunate that I have to reach out about this situation,” the email reads.

The anonymous student also said that administrators informed implicated students that their

admissions status was under review and instructed them not to come to Visitas, Harvard’s

annual weekend of programming for prospective freshmen held at the end of April. Roughly a

week later, at least ten members of the group chat received letters informing them that their

offers of admission had been withdrawn.

The description for the official Facebook group for the Class of 2021, set up and maintained by

the Admissions Office, disclaims all administrative responsibility for “unofficial groups” and

warns members their admissions offers can be rescinded under specific circumstances.

“As a reminder, Harvard College reserves the right to withdraw an offer of admission under

various conditions including if an admitted student engages in behavior that brings into

question his or her honesty, maturity, or moral character,” the description reads.

Luca said she had mixed feelings about the administration’s move to revoke admissions offers.

She said she was “going back and forth” on the matter.
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“On the one hand, I think people can post whatever they want because they have the right to do

that,” Luca said. “I don’t think the school should have gone in and rescinded some offers

because it wasn’t Harvard-affiliated, it was people doing stupid stuff.”

She added, though, that if memes sent over the chat posed any kind of threat to members’ lives

or well-being, then she believed administrators’ actions were justified.

Other members of the Class of 2021 said they strongly supported the Admissions Office’s

decision. Zhang wrote that she thought the students’ actions were indefensible, and that the

administration was correct in choosing to penalize those who posted obscene images.

“I appreciate humor, but there are so many topics that just should not be joked about,” Zhang

wrote. “I respect the decision of the admissions officers to rescind the offers because those

actions really spoke about the students’ true characters.”

“I do not know how those offensive images could be defended,” she added.

Wyatt Hurt ’21, who said he did not participate in either meme chat, agreed and said he was

glad administrators took action.

“I haven’t seen any of the stuff firsthand, but I definitely think that the administration made the

right choice and I think that as an incoming student—we all have our group chats and

everything like that going on—we all pretty much universally agree it was the right decision,” he

said.

Hurt added that he recently attended several scholarship conferences and that students he met

at those events—many of whom he said planned to matriculate at Ivy League schools—also

agreed that “rescinding was definitely the way to go.”

This incident marks the second time in two years that Harvard has dealt with a situation where

incoming freshmen exchanged offensive messages online. Last spring, some admitted members

of the Class of 2020 traded jokes about race and mocked feminists in an unofficial class

GroupMe chat, prompting Dean of the College Rakesh Khurana and Dean of Admissions and

Financial Aid William R. Fitzsimmons ’67 to issue a joint statement condemning the students’

actions.

“Harvard College and the Office of Admissions and Financial Aid were troubled and

disappointed to see a conversation that included graphics with offensive themes,” Khurana and

Fitzsimmons wrote in their statement, which they posted on the Class of 2020’s Facebook page.
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But administrators chose not to discipline members of the Class of 2020 who authored the

messages. Then-Interim Dean of Student Life Thomas A. Dingman ’67 said in an interview at

the time that the individuals in question were “not matriculated students at this point.”

Harvard admitted 5.2 percent of applicants to the Class of 2021, accepting 2,056 of the nearly

40,000 total applicants. Roughly 84 percent of students invited to join the class accepted their

offer, marking the highest yield rate in recent memory.

—Staff writer Hannah Natanson can be reached at hannah.natanson@thecrimson.com. Follow

her on Twitter @hannah_natanson.
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This comment is awaiting moderation. Show comment.

 • Reply •

D. G.  • 2 years ago • edited> Jonathan Ray

Good point! Also, you do know that Che himself personally summarily executed
people, yes?
10△ ▽

 • Reply •

dittoheadadt  • 2 years ago> Jonathan Ray

Magnificent idea! But then think of all the empty classrooms...and all the job
openings for professors!
8△ ▽

 • Reply •

Pamela Owen Brucker  • 2 years ago> dittoheadadt

Perhaps this will open up spots for students who have less sense of
entitlement and superiority
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Dyrne • 2 years ago

Well I'm glad that Harvard has established a new standard that offensive banter in a
private peer group will result in your being removed. Seems like a solid move.
83△ ▽

EPH  • 2 years ago> Dyrne

They've decided that people who do things like this won't reflect well on their
school. (An honesty have you even met a person who went to Harvard and didn't
let every single person know as soon as they met them?) Most people don't think
that dead children and whatever else they were joking about is funny. These
students should be aware of this even if they don't share that view. And also,
they're really not as bright as the school thought they were. Offers to students
were rescinded last year for similar behavior And also anyone who doesn't know
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 • Reply •

were rescinded last year for similar behavior. And also, anyone who doesn t know
that everything that is done online is not very private does not have a very
sophisticated understanding of the modern world.
79△ ▽

 • Reply •

War is peace  • 2 years ago> EPH

Most of the people I've met from Harvard try to hide that fact
19△ ▽

 • Reply •

Nancy Morris  • 2 years ago> Dyrne

Harvard is presenting these rescissions as enforcement of its long established
standards clearly articulated in materials provided to applicants, not a "new
standard." And that seems to be correct. Harvard made clear its severe
disapproval of this kind of chat room activity after last year's similar incident that
resulted in the admissions office issuing clear warnings. Further, the university
administration has recently indicated that matters of an applicant's private
character are of increased importance.

These rescissions are not beyond criticism, but not on the grounds you suggest.
40△ ▽

 • Reply •

Madfoot713  • 4 months ago> Nancy Morris

>Harvard is presenting these rescissions as enforcement of its long
established standards clearly articulated in materials provided to
applicants, not a "new standard." And that seems to be correct. Harvard
made clear its severe disapproval of this kind of chat room activity after
last year's similar incident that resulted in the admissions office issuing
clear warnings.

It's sad how much liberals hate young people and fun.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

jamesbbkk • 2 years ago

In which Harvard engages in psyops on its students and prospective students.
25△ ▽

disqus654e9725qwe  • 2 years ago> jamesbbkk

Even better, DACA kids go to Harvard for free. They brag about it. Middle and
upper middle class Mexicans can fly over on a travel visa, enroll in a US high
school, get into an Ivy and claim no assets. Bam, free $280,000 financial aid
package.
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 • Reply •10△ ▽

This comment was deleted.

 • Reply •

Hosfordrut M.  • 2 years ago> jamesbbkk

By what standard are you comparing Harvard's admission requirements to
psychological warfare?

△ ▽

 • Reply •

sergey nechayev  • 2 years ago> Hosfordrut M.

harvard admissions process is not very healthy. apply elsewhere.
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Chris Morris • 2 years ago • edited

see more

I guess I would have to see the memes in question to know if the punishment fit the crime
here. If the posters actively threatened harm on people of specific racial groups, for
instance, that is indefensible. But there's a lot to give me that concern that these
administrators, who are I am sure are very out of touch with the bizarre and complex
world of millennial meme culture, greatly overreacted.

Posting in a private FB group is essentially a private conversation, and in private
conversation are people not allowed to make shock-value, edgy jokes? What is next,
searching through high schoolers' inboxes to see if they exchanged an off-color joke about
the holocaust with one of their friends? Or a Helen Keller joke? Is that grounds for
expulsion too?

Rather than judge these memes by the same standards as a public statement by an adult,
as many people seem to be doing here, I think it's important to look at them in the
context of teenagers developing their sense of humor. When you are a teenager, you will
be unduly drawn to high shock value, appalling jokes about things like sudden death, the
holocaust, or pedophilia. This is normal. Teenagers are rebellious creatures who have a
natural urge to shock society. As they mature, they will hopefully find ways to channel
thi d k f h i t thi i ll t bl T i lik id

33△ ▽

Nick Jaos  • 2 years ago • edited> Chris Morris

Who said they weren't allowed to make edgy jokes? Just as Harvard is allowed to
rescind admissions to students they don't see fit their standards. And I honestly
question your character if you're honestly suggesting that sharing images
entertaining pedophilia and genocide are "normal behavior". Where I was raised,
that is not normal And reducing that to just teenage shenanigans is absurd
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 • Reply •
that is not normal. And reducing that to just teenage shenanigans is absurd.
31△ ▽

 • Reply •

anon  • 2 years ago • edited> Chris Morris

anon prefrosh here... was in the first groupchat and saw the meme submissions to
get into the darker chat... it was bad. some of the rape jokes were borderline
threatening. i dont want to think about what was in the darker group chat.
34△ ▽

 • Reply •

Earl of Sandwich  • 2 years ago • edited> anon

How do you "threaten" people with pictures on the internet? Bad taste is
not a true threat.
6△ ▽

 • Reply •

WhyIsTheCrimsonsChatSystemSoBa • 2 years ago

lol it's funny how almost none of these people knew the persons involved in the incident,
yet they're already jumping to conclusions... they were not all rich or white or left wing
13△ ▽

 • Reply •

doloresd  • 2 years ago> WhyIsTheCrimsonsChatSystemSoBa

Most were probably boys. Girls don't usually joke about rape and child abuse.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

rip  • 2 years ago> doloresd

Anon prefrosh here. Of the rescinded students, at least seven were young
women.
3△ ▽

 • Reply •

downtown21 • 2 years ago

Raise your hand if you'd be comfortable being judged for the jokes you tell in private
when you think nobody else is listening.
6△ ▽

 • Reply •

Samuel Weir  • 2 years ago> downtown21

I feel comfortable. If you don't then that says a lot about you, doesn't it?
2△ ▽

 • Reply •

(((Aron)))  • 2 years ago> downtown21

So maybe you should reconsider the jokes you tell, stupid.
2△ ▽
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 • Reply •

henrybarth • 2 years ago

Look at it this way: there are now at least ten new places in the Class of 2021....and at
least ten new happy campers!
6△ ▽

 • Reply •

stebivule • 2 years ago

All of these kids signed off on an admissions application that clearly stated that the
University had full autonomy over admissions decisions and that those decisions could be
changed at any time for any reason deemed sufficient by the University. All the people
who are screaming about free speech seem to conveniently forget this
6△ ▽

 • Reply •

Aaron Lynch  • 2 days ago> stebivule

As far as I'm concerned Harvard is free to rescind applicants if they don't think the
joke is FUNNY let alone offensive. It's very much a buyer's market for them and
they have 40,000 other kids DYING to get in. so those that do should be paying
attention to ALL of the details.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Michael • 2 years ago

Private schools can do want they want in these instances. I'm sure some of the Breitbarts
on here think that a private Christian college has the right to refuse admission for
someone who shares a pro-LGBT message on Facebook.

Why does the right-wing cry like babies whenever they're treated in the same manner
they treat others?
6△ ▽

 • Reply •

stebivule  • 2 years ago> Michael

Free market ideology only applies when it comes to money. Apparently freedom of
choice and ideas is bad for you so let's regulate those markets.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Hugh Beaumont • 2 years ago

Someone just saved $240,000.
6△ ▽

This comment was deleted.

Aril  • 2 years ago> Guest

Sounds like they will be much more appreciative of the opportunity then
those deplorables who got kicked out.
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 • Reply •7△ ▽

 • Reply •

Weismonger • 2 years ago • edited

But make no mistake...if these 10 rich white kids going to Harvard had posted obscene &
terroristic threats about President Trump it would be PERFECTLY OK
29△ ▽

 • Reply •

Meli Taylor  • 2 years ago> Weismonger

I think there's a big difference between a bunch of idiot kids making idle threats
against an incredibly powerful man, and said kids favorable commenting on rape,
when rape is so endemic on college campuses.

Both are tactless, but one is genuinely threatening to the college's environment
and wellbeing.
24△ ▽

 • Reply •

Ryan Berryman  • 2 years ago> Meli Taylor

Yes - there is a big difference. One is a felony, the other is protected free
speech.
17△ ▽

 • Reply •

Hosfordrut M.  • 2 years ago> Weismonger

Really? I've read nothing about Harvard's admission standards that indicate your
hypothetical postings wouldn't be equal cause for revocation. Not to mention that
if Harvard was aware of such threats to the president, failing to report such
felonies would itself be a crime under 18 U.S.C. § 4.
3△ ▽

 • Reply •

Jim Mclobster • 2 years ago

This is the right choice by Harvard. When people show you who th ey are, believe them
the first time.
5△ ▽

 • Reply •

Steve Wilborn • 2 years ago • edited

I worked in college admission at highly selective schools for 35 years before recently
retiring. The issue here is the students' character. No college wants to enroll students
with the kind of behavior that these students exhibited. Once they enroll, they'd probably
act on some of the things they wrote about, probably endangering other students on the
campus. Note to students: always be cognizant of your behavior and actions!!
8△ ▽
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 • Reply •

chizwoz  • 2 years ago> Steve Wilborn

That's an absurdly ignorant statement. Plenty of people enjoy dark humour. It
says nothing at all about your character. 
It's like people who are into something like BDSM. It's just a particular personality
type. 
There's almost no evidence it translates to bad behaviour.
2△ ▽

 • Reply •

crusingourmet  • 2 days ago> chizwoz

How many copies of "50 Shades of Gray" were sold on campus? In the
USA? When did Harvard become so radically puritanical?

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Flounder  • 2 years ago> Steve Wilborn

I bet you worked at Evergreen College.

△ ▽

This comment was deleted.

 • Reply •

The Toucan  • 2 years ago> Guest

Do you think you should get fired from your job or dismissed from your school for
that comment?
9△ ▽

 • Reply •

SlayerofBodom  • 2 years ago> The Toucan

In a just world, he would. And when society changes enough, he will be
lucky if that's all that happens to him.
2△ ▽

Alfastone • 2 years ago

I cannot believe the comments below.

Harvard is not run by tax-payers money. They can admit or reject whoever they want.
They know how to get the best return upon their investment. They will jack up their fees
and invest in college sports. They will churn out entrepreneurs and politicians of future,
and those will protect Harvard's interest.

No one needs to feel entitled here--either because their last 5 generations were born here
or because they came her 5 years ago with no documents.

Also, kids admitted to Harvard are not stupid --they are brilliant no matter where they
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so, ds ad tted to a va d a e ot stup d t ey a e b a t o atte w e e t ey
come from--unless of course they are getting in because daddy went to Harvard and has a
building in grandpa's name.

Also, although, there could be issues giving jobs to illegal immigrants, there is no law that
says a private institute that does not take tax payer's money, cannot educate them.

Get a grip all the entitled white boys. We cannot behave stupidly and expect an elite
institute to look the other way because we are so used to feeling entitled and saying
whatever comes to our mind. We feel that we accomplished something great when we
elected a dumbass President, so now we can go around bullying whoever we do not like--
well think again then.

You might be a better fit for a blue collar job building Trump's infrastructure or wall.
Don't dream of attending an educational institute that expects you to be normal or
decent. A college that hopes you are okay with a bunch of other kids around the world,
who don't look like you.
7△ ▽

 • Reply •

D. G.  • 2 years ago> Alfastone

Harvard gets copious government subsidies via Pell Grant money and Federal
guaranteed student loans, both of which are channeled through the students
pockets and into the school's coffers. Thus, a decent respect for the normal rights
to privacy and free association should be afforded these numbskull kids. Also, I'd
like to see the actual errant memes so as to assess what's actually taking place
here..
9△ ▽

 • Reply •

York  • 2 years ago> D. G.

Actually non-profit universities across the board are all sponging off the
tax-payers by the simple fact that they pay no taxes yet receive the same
protections from the government as other businesses and individuals that
actually pay taxes. Frankly when a school decides to trample on the
individual rights of prospective students before they have even set foot on
the campus the government should revoke their non-profit status and tax
them as a business. See if Harvard want to cough up 35% to the Fed and
8% to the state.
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Sheila Sherman  • 2 years ago> Alfastone

Of course you can't. Liberalism is a disease that prevents you from understanding
anything outside your narrow world view.
1△ ▽

Peter Armstrong  • 2 years ago> Sheila Sherman

I thought conservatives believe in personal responsibility Are you saying
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I thought conservatives believe in personal responsibility. Are you saying
that the behavior of those students is acceptable?
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

SlayerofBodom • 2 years ago

see more

I hope the students who had their offers rescinded over a private Facebook chat lawyer up
and sue the pants off Harvard.

I especially like the comments by these young, budding Marxists (or Maoist, in Zhang's
case);

“I appreciate humor, but there are so many topics that just should not be joked about,”
Zhang wrote.

So, soooo many topics! And they're growing more and more numerous by the day!

“I respect the decision of the admissions officers to rescind the offers because those
actions really spoke about the students’ true characters.”

Yes, posted memes are a reflection of one's true character. Proof that blithering idiots can
get into Harvard.

This comment by Wyatt Hurt takes the cake, though;

“I haven’t seen any of the stuff firsthand, but I definitely think that the administration

15△ ▽
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